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Abstract: Sentiment categorization is a fundamental process in sentiment examination, by means of it’s 

intended to categorize the sentiment into either positive or negative for given text. The wide-ranging perform in 

sentiment categorization follow the procedure in conventional topic-based text categorization, where the Bag-

of-Words (BOW) is one of the most widely used methods in the recent work for the classification of text data in 

sentiment analysis. In the BOW method, an examination text is characterized by means of a vector of self-

determining words. On the other hand, the performance of BOW occasionally leftovers restricted because of 

handling the polarity shift difficulty. To solve this problem in earlier introduce a new method named as Dual 

Sentiment Analysis (DSA) for classification of text data in Sentiment Analysis (SA).  In DSA model, Logistic 

regression is second-hand for the binary classification difficulty. But in this DSA model some other categories of 

the sentiment classification such as intermediary and subjunctive reversed reviews are not maintained, to 

conquer this problem in this work proposed a new method called as  Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP) to 

modeling groups of text data based on the  mixture components. Hybrid nested/ hierarchical Dirichlet processes 

(hNHDP), a prior with the intention of combine the advantageous aspects of together the HDP and the nested 

Dirichlet Process (NDP). Particularly, introduce a nested method to groups the original and reversed reviews. 

The results of the proposed hNHDP process demonstrate that best text classification results for sentiment 

analysis when compare to conventional text classification methods of DSA. 

Keywords: Natural Language Processing (NLP), machine learning, sentiment analysis, opinion mining, 

Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP) and Hybrid nested/ hierarchical Dirichlet process (hNHDP).  

 

I. Introduction 
Sentiment categorization is a fundamental process in sentiment examination, by means of its intended 

to categorize the sentiment into either positive or negative for given text. Therefore, a huge number of 

researches in sentiment examination designed in the direction of enhance BOW through integrate linguistic 

information [1-2]. On the other hand, due to the essential deficiency in BOW, the majority of these efforts 

demonstrate extremely insignificant effects in improving the categorization accurateness. One of the largest part 

well-known complexities is the polarity shift difficulty. Polarity shift is a type of linguistic experience which is 

able to reverse the sentiment division of the text. Negation is the large amount significant category of polarity 

shift. For instance, through adding together a negation word ―don’t‖ toward a positive text ―I like this book‖ in 

frontage of the statement ―like‖, the sentiment of the text determination is there reversed beginning positive to 

negative. On the other hand, the two sentiment-opposite texts are measured to be presenting extremely 

comparable through the BOW demonstration. In recent work several numbers of the methods have been 

proposed to solve the problem of polarity shift [3-4] in sentiment analysis   . On the other hand, most of them 

required moreover composite linguistic knowledge. Such high-level dependence on external assets formulates 

the systems complicated to be extensively used in practice. In recent work some of the methods have been also 

proposed to solve the problem of polarity shift detection by means of the deficiency of further annotations and 

linguistic information [5]. To solve this problem, BOW model is proposed in recent work for the categorization 

of sentiment but it doesn’t consider the information of the syntactic configuration, and rejects several semantic 

information. In the BOW method, an examination text is characterized by means of a vector of self-determining 

words. On the other hand, the performance of BOW occasionally leftovers restricted because of handling the 

polarity shift difficulty.  

To solve the problem of BOW model in recent work develops a new Dual Training (DT) and a Dual 

Prediction (DP) algorithm, to formulate use of the unique and reversed samples in pairs designed for preparation 

an arithmetic classifier and make predictions. In DT, the classifier is learnt by means of make best use of a 

grouping of likelihoods of the unique and inverted training samples. In DSA model, Logistic regression is 

second-hand for the binary classification difficulty. But in this DSA model some other categories of the 

sentiment classification such as intermediary and subjunctive reversed reviews are not maintained, to solve this 

problem Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP) approach is proposed.  To conquer this problem in this work 

proposed a new method called as Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP) to modeling groups of text data based on 
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the mixture components. Hybrid nested/ hierarchical Dirichlet processes (hNHDP), a prior with the intention of 

combine the advantageous aspects of together the HDP and the nested Dirichlet Process (NDP). Particularly, 

introduce a nested method to groups the original and reversed reviews. The results of the proposed hNHDP 

process demonstrate that best text classification results for sentiment analysis when compare to conventional 

text classification methods of DSA. In addition extend hNHDP framework to three classes such as positive, 

negative and neutral for sentiment categorization; by means of attractive the neutral reviews addicted by 

consideration of  together dual training and dual prediction. To reduce hNHDP framework on an external 

antonym dictionary, lastly expand a corpus-based method designed for building a pseudo-antonym dictionary. It 

makes the hNHDP framework probable to exist functional addicted to an extensive range of applications. 

 

II. Related Work 
Wilson et al [2] introduces a new method to analysis the results of complex polarity shift problem for 

aspect-level sentiment examination. Numerous methods have been proposed in recent work to determine the 

automatic sentiment examination starting from a huge lexicon of words marked by means of their former 

polarity. The objective of this work is to repeatedly differentiate among prior and contextual division, by means 

of a focal point on perceptive which features are significant for this task. The assessments incorporate evaluate 

the performance of features across many machine learning algorithms designed for distinctive among positive 

and negative polarity. 

Nakagawa et al [6] introduces new subsentential sentiment analysis methods depending on the semi-

supervised method to predict polarity depending on interactions among nodes in dependency graphs, which 

potentially be able to stimulate the extent of exclusion.  Proposed semi-supervised classification is experimented 

to Japanese and English subjective sentences by the use of the conditional random fields. In aspect-level 

sentiment examination, the polarity shift difficulty was well thought-out in together corpus- and lexicon based 

methods [7-9], [10]. In [7] introduce an aspect level sentiment examination methods depending on linguistic 

rules to compact with the difficulty simultaneously by means of a new opinion aggregation function. In [8] 

propose a holistic lexicon-based method to solve the problem of polarity shift by consideration of make use of 

external evidences and linguistic rule of NLP.  

In [9] proposed a new pattern discovery and entity assignment method for mining sentiment from 

comparative sentences. In [10] intend to review each and every one the customer reviews of a product. This 

proposed summarization schema is varied from existing text summarization or conventional text summarization 

methods ,since it considers only specific features of the product with the purpose of finding customers opinions 

on and also whether the opinions are positive or negative. In machine learning methods is also proposed in [11] 

to solve the sentiment classification problem and bag-of words is used to represent the text as matrix. According 

to the review [12] envelop methods and approaches with the purpose of assure to straightforwardly facilitate 

opinion-oriented information methods. Focus is on methods with the intention of sought to deal with the fresh 

challenge increase by means of sentiment-aware applications.  

Ikeda et al [13] developed a new machine learning based classifier for sentiment classification relying 

on lexical dictionary to representation polarity shift problem for together word-wise and sentence-wise 

sentiment categorization.  Li and Huang [14] develop a new method to integrate their categorization information 

addicted to sentiment categorization schema: First, categorize the sentences into reversed and non-reversed 

reviews; it is represented as the matrix using BOW model. These methods are experimented to five different 

domains. Orimaye et al [15] developed new sentiment classification methods to solve polarity shift algorithm 

and consider only sentiment-consistent sentences. First, make use of Sentence Polarity Shift (SPS) algorithm 

depending on review documents to reduce classification error results. Second, introduces a supervised 

classification by considering different features which present enhanced improvement over the original baseline. 

 

III. Hierarchical Dirichlet Process Methodology 
BOW model is proposed in recent work for the categorization of sentiment but it doesn’t consider the 

information of the syntactic configuration, and rejects several semantic information. In the BOW method, an 

examination text is characterized by means of a vector of self-determining words. On the other hand, the 

performance of BOW occasionally leftovers restricted because of handling the polarity shift difficulty.  

To solve the problem of BOW model in recent work develops a new Dual Training (DT) and a Dual 

Prediction (DP) algorithm, to formulate use of the unique and reversed samples in pairs designed for preparation 

an arithmetic classifier and make predictions. In DT, the classifier is learnt by means of make best use of a 

grouping of likelihoods of the unique and inverted training samples. In DSA model, Logistic regression is 

second-hand for the binary classification difficulty. But in this DSA model some other categories of the 

sentiment classification such as intermediary and subjunctive reversed reviews are not maintained, to solve this 

problem Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP) approach is proposed.  To conquer this problem in this work 

proposed a new method called as Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP) to modeling groups of text data based on 
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the mixture components. Hybrid nested/ hierarchical Dirichlet processes (hNHDP), a prior with the intention of 

combine the advantageous aspects of together the HDP and the nested Dirichlet Process (NDP). Particularly, 

introduce a nested method to groups the original and reversed reviews. The results of the proposed hNHDP 

process demonstrate that best text classification results for sentiment analysis when compare to conventional 

text classification methods of DSA. In addition extend hNHDP framework to three classes such as positive, 

negative and neutral for sentiment categorization; by means of attractive the neutral reviews addicted by 

consideration of  together dual training and dual prediction. To reduce hNHDP framework on an external 

antonym dictionary, lastly expand a corpus-based method designed for building a pseudo-antonym dictionary. It 

makes the hNHDP framework probable to exist functional addicted to an extensive range of applications. 

 

 
Fig. 1. The process of dual sentiment analysis with Hybrid nested/ hierarchical Dirichlet process (HHDP) 

for reversed data 

The HDP [16] is a Bayesian method designed for representation of groups of information and perform 

sentiment analysis classification task. It ensures with the purpose of group of precise DPs share the atoms. 

Presume with the purpose of have observations well thought-out addicted to groups. Let 𝑥𝑗𝑖  represent the i
th

 

observation in j class designed for precise text or information. Each and every one the observations are assumed 

to be exchangeable together inside every class and across classes such as positive, negative and neutral in the 

reverse order used for each sentence, and every examination be assumed to be separately drawn beginning a 

mixture model. Let 𝐹(𝜃𝑗𝑖 ) indicate the distribution of xji by means of the parameter 𝜃𝑗𝑖 , which is drawn 

beginning a group-specific prior distribution 𝐺𝑗  . For every group j, the 𝐺𝑗  is drawn separately from a DP, 

𝐷𝑃(𝛼0, 𝐺0). To distribute the training samples between reversed and non reversed review set order , the HDP 

[17] representation forces 𝐺0 to be discrete by means of defining 𝐺0 itself as a draw beginning a different DP, 

𝐷𝑃(𝛾, 𝐻). The generative procedure designed for HDP is characterized as: 

𝐺0~𝐷𝑃(𝛾, 𝐻)  

(1) 

 

 

 

𝐺𝑗 ~𝐷𝑃 𝛼0, 𝐺0  for each class j 

𝜃𝑗𝑖 ~𝐺𝑗 for each class j and i 

𝑥𝑗𝑖 ~𝐹 𝜃𝑗𝑖  for each class j and i 

𝐺0  =   𝛽𝑘
∞
𝑘=1 𝛿𝜙𝑘

 , where𝜙𝑘  is a probability measure between reversed and non reversed review set  𝜙𝑘 . The 

reversed and non reversed review are drawn from the base measure H and the probability measure used for the 

weights  

𝛽~𝐺𝐸𝑀 𝛾  are equally self-determining. Since G0 has support on the points {𝜙𝑘} each Gj essentially has 

sustain at these points as well; and be able to thus be written as 𝐺𝑗  =   𝜋𝑗𝑘
∞
𝑘=1 𝛿𝜙𝑘

, where the weights 𝜋𝑗  =

(𝜋𝑗𝑘 )𝑘=1
∞ ~𝐷𝑃 𝛼0, 𝛽  . In addition it also consider the new random measures Fj and it is defined as,  

𝐹𝑗 = 𝜖𝐺0 +  1 − 𝜖 𝐺𝑗 , 𝐺𝑗 ~𝐷𝑃 𝛾, 𝐻  where 0 ≤  𝜖 ≤ 1  
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defines weights of the linear combination. This model provides an alternative approach to sharing reversed and 

non reversed review, in which the shared reversed and non reversed review are given the same stick breaking 

weights in each of the reversed and non reversed review groups.  

The Nested Dirichlet Process [18] also considers the information of  multi-level classification or clustering of 

reversed and non reversed review groups .  In the NDP model, the reversed and non reversed review groups are 

clustered by means depending on the Gaussian distribution. Consider a set of distributions {𝐺𝑗 }, each for 

reversed and non reversed review groups. If {𝐺𝑗 }~𝐷𝑃 𝛼, 𝛾, 𝐻   it means that for reversed and non reversed 

review groups {𝐺𝑗 }  with {𝐺𝑗 }~𝑄 . This implies with the intention of first describe a collection of DPs 

𝐺𝑘
∗ =  𝑤𝑙𝑘𝛿𝜃𝑙𝑘

∗∞
𝑙=1  with 

𝜃𝑙𝑘
∗ ~𝐻, (𝑤𝑙𝑘 )𝑙=1

∞ ~𝐺𝐸𝑀(𝛾) 

(3) 

𝐺𝑗 ~𝑄 ≡  𝜋𝑘
∗𝛿𝐺𝑙𝑘

∗∞
𝑘=1  (𝜋𝑘

∗)𝑘=1
∞ ~𝐺𝐸𝑀(𝛼) (4) 

The process ensures Gj in different reversed and non reversed review groups be able to select the same 

𝐺𝑙𝑘
∗ ,. In addition extend hNHDP framework to three classes such as positive, negative and neutral for sentiment 

categorization; by means of attractive the neutral reviews addicted by consideration of  together dual training 

and dual prediction. 

Motivation is to develop the HDP by means of uncovering the latent categories of the reversed and non 

reversed review groups with M classes of information. Each reversed and non reversed review groups is denoted 

as 𝑥𝑗  = {𝑥𝑗1 , … , 𝑥𝑗𝑁 } , where {𝑥𝑗𝑖 } are observations and Nj is the number of observations in reversed and non 

reversed review groups j. Each 𝑥𝑗𝑖  is related by means of a multinomial distribution 𝑝(𝜃𝑗𝑖 ) by means of 

parameter 𝜃𝑗𝑖 . The combination weight 𝜖𝑘  is distorted designed for each reversed and non reversed cluster 

among diverse measures. 

𝐺0~𝐷𝑃(𝛼, 𝐻0)  

(5) 

 

 

 

𝐺𝑗 ~𝐷𝑃 𝛽, 𝐻1  for each k 

𝜖𝑘~𝐵𝑒𝑡𝑎 𝛼, 𝛽 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑎𝑐 𝑘 

𝐹𝑘 = 𝜖𝑘𝐺0 +  1 − 𝜖𝑘 𝐺𝑘  for each k 

After getting the reversed and non reversed cluster results, assign the reversed and non reversed group 

distributions 𝐹𝑗
𝑖   to the set {𝐹𝑘}. This hierarchy is the same as with the intention of the NDP. 

 𝐹𝑗
𝑖~  𝜔𝑘𝛿𝐹𝑘

∞

𝑘=1

 
(6) 

where 𝜔 =  𝜔𝑘 ~ 𝐺𝐸𝑀(𝛾) in the direction of choosing a cluster label k designed for a reversed and non 

reversed group and then assigning Fk to the reversed and non reversed group as its distribution using the 

following process. 

 For each object 𝑥𝑗  , 

 Draw a reversed and non reversed cluster label 𝑐𝑗  ~𝜔  

 For each reversed and non reversed dataset samples xji , 𝜃𝑗𝑖  ~ 𝐹𝑐𝑗  , 𝑥𝑗𝑖  ~𝑝(𝑥𝑗𝑖 |𝜃𝑗𝑖 ) 

In [19-20] proposed work considers three new operations for sentiment classification. Superposition 1, 

assume that 𝐷𝑘  ~ 𝐷𝑃(𝛼𝑘 , 𝛽𝑘) for 𝑘 =  1, … , 𝐾 be self-governing DPs and (𝑐1 , … , 𝑐𝑘) ~ 𝐷𝑖𝑟(𝛼1, . . , 𝛼𝑘), 

𝑐1𝐷1 + ⋯ . +𝑐𝑘𝐷𝑘~𝐷𝑃(𝛼1𝛽1 + ⋯ + 𝛼𝑘𝛽𝑘) (7) 

From the set of equations in (7), can infer with the intention of cluster-specific distribution 𝐹𝑘  is defined as 

follows,  

𝐹𝑘~𝐷𝑃(𝛼1𝐻0 + 𝛽𝐻1) (8) 

In the training stage, a multi-class HHDP is trained based on the expanded dual training set. In the 

prediction stage, for each reversed and non reversed testing sample 𝑥, create an reversed one ~𝑥 by the 

consideration of neutral reviews.  Depending on antonym dictionary, on behalf of each unique review, the 

reversed review is formed according to the subsequent rules: 

Text reversion:  If there is exclusion, initial notice the possibility of negation.  Each and every one 

sentiment words out of the possibility of negation are reversed toward their antonyms. In the possibility of 

negation, negation words such as ―no‖, ―not‖, ―don’t‖, are unconcerned, other than the sentiment words are not 

reversed; 

Label reversion: For every one of the training review, the class label is moreover overturned in the 

direction of its opposed as the class label of the reversed review. Note with the purpose of the formed sentiment-

reversed review may be not as good quality as the one created by means of human beings. Since together the 

unique and reversed review texts are characterized by means of the BOW demonstration in ML, the word 

arrange and syntactic structure are completely disregarded. Consequently, the constraint designed for keeping 

the grammatical value in the formed reviews is lesser with the intention of human languages. Assigning a 
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comparatively lesser weight in the direction of the reversed review is able to protect the representation 

beginning being damaged by means of incorporating low-quality review examples.  In this work the Logistic 

regression make use of the logistic function in the direction of calculate the probability of a feature vector x 

regarding to the positive class.  

 

IV. Experimentation Results 
In the section conduct an experimentation study evaluation, determination assess the result of the MI-

based pseudo-antonym dictionary by means of using  Chinese datasets ,it also evaluate the results of two type of 

antonym dictionaries on the English, and  real practice. Analytically assess HHDP approach on two tasks 

together with polarity categorization and positive-negative- neutral sentiment categorization across sentiment 

datasets, three classification algorithms such as Dual Sentiment Analysis- Mutual Information (DSA-MI), Dual 

Sentiment Analysis- Word Net (DSA-WN) and Dual Sentiment Analysis- Hybrid Hierarchical Dirchilet Process 

(DSA-HHDP).  The Multi-Domain Sentiment Datasets contains information regarding product reviews 

collected from Amazon.com site which consists of information regarding four different categories of the topics 

such as Book, DVD, Electronics and Kitchen. Each of the reviews is rated through the customers beginning 

Star-1 to Star-5. The reviews by means of Star-1 and Star-2 are labeled as Negative, and reviews by means of 

Star-4 and Star-5 are labeled as Positive. In this work the four categories of the datasets consists of 1,000 

positive and 1,000 negative reviews.  

Reviews in every class are indiscriminately split up into five folds in which four of them used for 

training datasets and remaining one is used for testing data. Each and every one of the following results is 

measured in terms of an averaged accuracy by the use of the statistical five-fold cross validation method. 

Following the standard investigational settings in sentiment categorization, we make use of term presence as the 

weight of feature, and assess two kinds of features, 1) unigrams, 2) together unigrams and bigrams. To validate 

with the purpose of HHDP is successful in result reversed and non reversed order topics assess the precision and 

recall results. The precision and recall of the results is denoted as follows: (a) rank reversed topics by means of 

their word classes in rising order. (b) for a non reversed and reversed information , five the largest part relevant 

classes are preferred.(c) if the majority relevant information enclose a positive in the ground truth, consider with 

the intention of the method discover a accurate foreground event.   

Accuracy: Candidates connected by means of more texts in reversed order are further likely to exist the major 

reasons. Previous to showing the motivation ranking results, initial evaluate proposed methods accuracy and 

evaluate it by means of two baseline methods.  

Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) : Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) [21], is denoted as the 

harmonic mean of homogeneity (h) and completeness (c); i.e., 

𝑉 =
𝑐

( + 𝑐)
 

(9) 

where  

 = 1 −
𝐻(𝐶|𝐿)

𝐻(𝐶)
, 𝐶 = 1 −

𝐻(𝐿|𝐶)

𝐻(𝐿)
 

(10) 

𝐻 𝐶 =  
|𝑐𝑖|

𝑁
𝑙𝑜𝑔

|𝑐𝑖|

𝑁

|𝐶|

𝑖=1

 

(11) 

𝐻 𝐿 = − 
|𝑤𝑗 |

𝑁
𝑙𝑜𝑔

|𝑤𝑗 |

𝑁

|𝐿|

𝑗 =1

 

(12) 

𝐻 𝐶|𝐿 = −  
 𝑤𝑗 ∩ 𝑐𝑖  

𝑁
𝑙𝑜𝑔

 𝑤𝑗 ∩ 𝑐𝑖  

 𝑤𝑗  

 𝐶 

𝑖=1

 𝐿 

𝑗 =1

 

(13) 

𝐻 𝐿|𝐶 = −  
 𝑤𝑗 ∩ 𝑐𝑖  

𝑁
𝑙𝑜𝑔

 𝑤𝑗 ∩ 𝑐𝑖  

 𝑤𝑗  

 𝐿 

𝑗 =1

 𝐶 

𝑖=1

 

(14) 

F-Measure:  F-measure is defined as the combinatorial group of four pair of objects. Each pair be able to 

reduce into one of four groups: if together objects belong to the similar class and identical cluster then the pair is 

a True Positive (TP); if objects belong to the same cluster but different classes the pair is a False Positive (FP); 

if objects belong to the same class however diverse pair of order is a False Negative (FN); otherwise the objects 

belong to diverse classes and diverse order, and the pair is a True Negative (TN).  The Rand index is basically 

the accuracy; 

𝑅𝐼 = 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁

(𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁)
 

(15) 
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The  precision and recall; i.e.,  

𝐹 − 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 =
2𝑃𝑅

 𝑃 + 𝑅 
 

(16) 

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑃) =
𝑇𝑃

 𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃 
 

(17) 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙(𝑅) =
𝑇𝑃

 𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁 
 

(18) 

  

 
Fig. 2. Accuracy of comparison between methods 

 

Fig.2 shows the accuracy comparison results of various sentiment analysis methods such as DSA-MI, 

DSA-WN and DSA-HHDP. The accuracy results of the proposed HHDP with classifier be able to discover with 

the purpose of the conclusions are similar to linear SVM classifier, and the achieves 3 percentage high when 

compare to existing DSA-MI method for all datasets. It is practical since even though the lexical antonym 

dictionary comprise more average and accurate antonym words, the corpus based pseudo-antonym dictionary is 

also addition good on attain additional domain-relevant antonym words by means of learning beginning the 

corpus.  

 

 
Fig. 3. NMI comparison between methods   

 

Fig.3 shows the NMI comparison results of various sentiment analysis methods such as DSA-MI, 

DSA-WN and DSA-HHDP. The NMI results of the proposed HHDP with classifier be able to discover with the 

purpose of the conclusions are similar to linear SVM classifier, and the achieves 0.025 percentage high when 

compare to existing DSA-MI method for all datasets. It is practical since even though the lexical antonym 

dictionary comprise more average and accurate antonym words, the corpus based pseudo-antonym dictionary is 

10 20 30 40 50 60

DSA-MI 80.1 80.9 81.3 82.5 82.9 83.4

DSA-WN 83.1 84.5 85.3 86.4 87.3 88.5

DSA-HHDP 90.2 91.8 92.1 93.6 93.8 94.3
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also addition good on attain additional domain-relevant antonym words by means of learning beginning the 

corpus.  

 

 
Fig. 4. F-measure comparison between methods  

 

Fig.4 shows the F-Measure comparison results of various sentiment analysis methods such as DSA-MI, 

DSA-WN and DSA-HHDP. The NMI results of the proposed HHDP with classifier be able to discover with the 

purpose of the conclusions are similar to linear SVM classifier, and the achieves 8.23 percentage high when 

compare to existing DSA-MI method for all datasets.  

 

V. Conclusion And Future Work 
In this work, introduce a new sentiment classification method depending on data expansion approach, 

called HHDP model, to solve the problem of polarity shift in sentiment analysis.  The proposed HHDP model 

classifies the sentiment analysis dataset samples into three major classes such as positive, negative and neutral 

toward share mixture components. The fundamental design of DSA-HHDP is to create reversed reviews with 

the intention of sentiment-opposite toward the original reviews, and formulate use of the unique and reversed 

reviews in pairs to train a sentiment classifier, make prediction from those results. DSA-HHDP is highlighted by 

means of the method of one-to-one correspondence information expansion. The results of the proposed hNHDP 

process demonstrate that best text classification results for sentiment analysis when compare to conventional 

text classification methods of DSA by using all reviews. In addition expand the DSA-HHDP algorithm, which 

might compact by means of three-class during sentiment classification task. To reduce hNHDP framework on an 

external antonym dictionary, lastly expand a corpus-based method designed for building a pseudo-antonym 

dictionary. It makes the hNHDP framework probable to exist functional addicted to an extensive range of 

applications. The results demonstrate that the proposed DSA-HHDP provides higher results when compare to 

DSA-MI and DSA-WN approach.  

Future work determination focuses on schemes designed for Bayesian inference of the complete hyper-

parameters of HDPS model. It would also be significant to recover the estimation performance by means of 

some new sampling techniques. In the future, we also extend the current work to several number of sentiment 

analysis tasks and apply the same procedure to other dataset samples , also consider to solve the  complex 

polarity shift patterns in terms of intermediary, subjunctive sentences in constructing reversed reviews. 
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